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ABSTRACT
State Departments of Transportation have been using adjacent precast bridges
for many years. A vital component of this type of bridges is the connection
between the members, which is typically done with a grouted shear key. Shear
keys have changed through time to adapt to the requirements of bridge design.
An assessment of the Northeast Extreme Tee with integral deck (NEXT-D) was
performed for the SCDOT as a development possibility for short span bridges.
This research focuses on the finite element analysis study of the NEXT-D’s
specific shear key configuration.
A review of shear key configurations used by different DOTs around the country
was performed, along with a brief evaluation of their performance. Likewise, an
additional review of finite element modeling techniques of shear key components
was performed with the objective of understanding the most accurate way to
capture the behavior of the NEXT-D shear key.
A calibration stage was undergone to adjust parameters in the finite element
model. The interaction between materials was the major focus of this process.
This calibration helped define specific values to be used in the model of the
NEXT-D shear key, like real constants and material tables.
A finite element model of the NEXT-D shear key was created using the software
package ANSYS 12.0. This model was used to determine load-displacement and
moment-rotation relationships for the shear key. The relationships were defined
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as translational and rotational stiffness values. These values are to be used as a
stiffness matrix for a zero-length element in a full scale analysis of the NEXT-D
bridge system.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Project Overview
The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) has been employing
precast adjacent beams for short span bridges for many years. Adjacent beam bridges
involve several precast beams that are placed edge to edge and span the opening to
form the bridge deck. The current bridge system used by the SCDOT for short spans
consists of hollow-core beams which are connected transversely using grouted shear
keys, as well as transverse post-tensioned rods or strands. Hollow-core beams have a
roughly rectangular cross-section with two cylindrical voids. Unfortunately, these bridges
have exhibited premature longitudinal and transverse cracking on the rolling surface
parallel to the top surface of the shear keys. This cracking can lead to loss of load
transfer and water infiltration which leads to the corrosion of the reinforcement steel.
This can result in the weakening of the bridge and, in the worst case scenario; it can
result in the span collapse (Scott, 2006). Due to this, the SCDOT has decided to
investigate alternative designs for short-spanned bridges, which can be used in both
high and low volume roads. As part of this investigation, a study of possible
configurations for the shear key connections was performed. In this study, the Northeast
Extreme Tee with integral deck (NEXT-D) (PCI Northeast, 2010) adjacent beam system
was selected for development for bridge spans between 22 feet and 40 feet. An
important part of this bridge system is the connection between adjacent beams known
as the shear key. The shear key is responsible for the distribution of loads to multiple
1

beam sections. A poor performance in this detail will result in a bridge system which
doesn’t meet the performance requirements set forth by the SCDOT. Thus, as part of
the evaluation of this new selected design, a finite element model was developed to
analyze the performance of the shear key in this new bridge type. This manuscript
describes the process of creating, calibrating, and analyzing the finite element model of
the grouted shear key in the NEXT-D bridge.

Scope and Objectives
The finite element analysis software ANSYS 12.0 was used to create a model of the
new shear key configuration. This model was subjected to different load scenarios to
obtain force-to-displacement and as moment-to-rotation relationships. The objective of
this analysis is to use the force-displacement and moment-rotation relationships
obtained from a detailed Finite Element (FE) model to build the stiffness matrix of a
lumped parameter zero-length element which represents the behavior of a finite length
of the shear key. This stiffness matrix will be used in further research to create a full
model of the bridge and study the performance of the full system.
This study presents some challenges such as correctly modeling the interaction
between the concrete and the grout, as well as between the steel reinforcement and
both these materials. Another important factor that may pose a challenge is the proper
calibration of the components involved in the model, including material models and
elements.

2

Outline of Thesis
The work of this study is presented in this Thesis comprising Chapters 2 through 6.
Chapter 2 provides a literature review and is broken into two broad categories. The first
portion of the review discusses currently used shear key configurations including their
performance and behavior. The second portion focuses on the finite element modeling
of these shear keys. Different techniques are presented for reproducing the specific
components that constitute the overall model. The different types of elements used in
FE modeling have various specific parameters that play a part in the behavior of the
shear key model. Chapter 3 discusses the calibration of the various input parameters
required for the finite element model. Chapter 4 presents the creation of the finite
element model including the geometry material models, elements, meshing, and
boundary conditions. Chapter 5 describes the results of FE analysis used to produce
the stiffness matrix. Finally, Chapter 6 provides conclusions of the research including
recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Shear Key Configuration Literature Review
Introduction
Shear keys are grouted connections used in adjacent beam bridge systems to distribute
loads across multiple members. They consist of a cutout portion on the internal face of
each member. Shear keys are grouted after adjacent members have been placed in
position. By including reinforcement, shear keys are designed to transfer not only shear
but bending moment, tension, compression, and/or torsion (FHWA-IF-09-100, 2009).
Through time, shear keys have changed to adapt to specific design requirements as
well as solve performance issues. Due to this “evolution”, States’ Departments of
Transportation (DOTs) use several different types of shear keys. A review is performed
for the current study to understand the different types and configurations of shear keys
used by several states. The objective of this section is to describe the different shear
keys found and discuss relevant issues regarding their performance.
An important characteristic of a shear key is its geometry, specifically its depth. The
depth of a shear key is the relative distance from the top of the beam to the bottom of
the key. Shear keys can be classified as partial depth or full depth. A partial depth shear
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key

extends

only

a

portion

of

the

depth

of

the

beams

it

connects.

Figure 2-1 gives an example of a partial depth shear key which may extend only 20 to
30 percent of the depth of the beam. A full depth shear key extends most of the depth of
the beams it connects, as seen in Figure 2-2. Typically, bridge systems with both partial
depth and full depth shear keys require transverse post-tensioning to keep the members
from separating.

5

Figure 2-1. Examples of partial depth shear keys.

Figure 2-2. Full depth shear key.

One main difference between types of shear keys is the use of reinforcement and/or
steel sections within the shear key. Unreinforced shear keys involve connecting
adjacent members using only the grout that fills the cutout. This type of arrangement
relies on post-tensioning across the width of the bridge at some specific spacing,
concrete-to-grout bonding, and the geometric shape to transfer loads between adjacent
members. Reinforced shear keys use not only the grout cutout, but reinforcing steel
connects the beams to the shear key to transfer shears and moments between adjacent
members; therefore relying on the capacity of the steel as well. Additionally, other shear
keys employ other elements, such as steel plates and headed studs, combined with the
reinforcement to transfer loads from one member to the other.

6

Unreinforced Shear Keys
Unreinforced shear keys are used in adjacent beam bridge systems to transfer loads
from member to member by using geometric contact and the bond between concrete
and grout. Most, if not all, bridge systems with unreinforced shear keys, require
transverse post-tension strands as well. A wide variety of shapes are used for
unreinforced shear keys. Most shear key shapes differ in width and depth. The SCDOT
is currently employing a narrow, partial depth shear key for their hollow-core bridges
(SCDOT, 2010), which can be seen in Figure 2-3.
Grouted
Shear Key
0.375"
3"
4"
0.75"

Figure 2-3. Shear key detail for the SCDOT hollow-core (SCDOT 2010).
A previous field study investigated the in-situ performance of partial depth grouted shear
keys in adjacent box girder bridge systems (Huckelbridge Jr. et al., 1995).
Coincidentally, the shape and geometry of the shear key in this field study was very
similar to the shape and geometry of the SCDOT hollow-core bridge system shear key.
This likeness can be observed in Figure 2-4. The test results showed that relative
displacements between adjacent members reached more than 0.001 inch when the
bridge was subjected to service level loads. Displacements of this magnitude are
considered by Huckelbridge et al. (1995) to be indicative of a fractured shear key. The
fracturing of the shear key can lead to loss of load transfer and the infiltration of water
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and corrosive contaminants and eventually structural damage. The field test study also
concludes that shear key failure appears to be fairly common in box girder bridges.

Figure 2-4. Box beam bridge shear key detail investigated by Huckelbridge et al.
(1995).

The Texas DOT (TxDOT) has developed a deeper and more robust partial depth shear
key for their box beam bridges (TxDOT, 2010), as can be seen in Figure 2-5. Previous
research focused on the TxDOT box beam shear key. This research concluded that this
shape of the shear key reduces the stresses at each joint at mid-span in comparison to
a less robust shear key (Sharpe, 2007).

8

Figure 2-5. TxDOT box beam shear key detail (TxDOT, 2010).

The Washington State DOT (WSDOT) uses several alternatives for load transfer on
their decked bulb tee girder system (WSDOT, 2002). One of these alternatives is an
unreinforced shear key, presented here in Figure 2-6. This shear key is wider than the
one used by the SCDOT but slightly less deep. Unfortunately, the decked bulb tee
girder system has exhibited longitudinal cracking in the past (FHWA-IF-09-010, 2009).
This cracking can lead to water and contaminant infiltration and eventually structural
damage.

9

Figure 2-6. WSDOT shear key detail (WSDOT, 2002).
Research was done previously on a shear key configuration very similar to the one used
by the WSDOT. This research concluded that the tensile stresses in the shear key
exceeded the tensile strength of the grout. These excessive stresses can lead to loss of
connection between the adjacent beams and initiate structural damage (Dong, 2008).
Figure 2-7 shows the shear key studied in the mentioned research.

Figure 2-7. Shear key detail studied by Dong (2008).

The New York State DOT (NYSDOT) uses two predominant types of adjacent beam
systems that involve the use of unreinforced shear keys (NYSDOT, 2010). Both of these
systems require an overlay to serve as a rolling surface. The first system is a box beam
system that uses a slender, deep shear key, presented in Figure 2-8. The second is a
hollow-core system that is very similar to the one used by the SCDOT, except for the
10

depth of the key which is greater in the NYSDOT design (NYSDOT, 2010), as can be
seen in Figure 2-9. The increased depth of the shear key, along with a change in the
cross tie requirements, was implemented by the NYSDOT in 1992. In 1996, a follow-up
study showed that the percentage of bridges that exhibited cracking reduced from 54%
to 23% (Lall et al., 1998).

Figure 2-8. NYSDOT box beam shear key detail (NYSDOT, 2010).

Figure 2-9. NYSDOT hollow-core shear key detail (NYSDOT, 2010).
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Reinforced Shear Keys
Reinforced shear keys use mild reinforcement, as well as geometric contact and the
concrete to grout bond, to transfer loads between adjacent members. Similar to the
unreinforced case, reinforced shear keys vary in shape, but the most significant
difference is the arrangement of the reinforcing steel within the key. A project funded by
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) has explored different
concepts for reinforced shear keys, including a “u-bar” and a tilted “u-bar” arrangement
(Oesterle and Elremaily, 2009), illustrated in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11; and a “spiral
bar” arrangement shown in Figure 2-12. The u-bar and tilted u-bar arrangement involve
hooped reinforcement extending from each member into the shear key. The difference
between these arrangements is that, in the u-bar arrangement the reinforcement is
placed vertically inside the shear key and in the tilted u-bar arrangement, it is placed
diagonally. The spiral bar arrangement consists of straight reinforcement extending from
the members into the key where it is connected to its counterpart in adjacent members
by spiral shear reinforcement. A previous study investigated these three systems and
found that the u-bar arrangement’s major obstacle is achieving the desired bend radius
within the flange without failing to meet cover requirements (Li et al., 2010). This
problem is solved by the tilted u-bar configuration. Unfortunately, according to the study,
this will create great difficulties in constructability. Constructability is also a significant
issue regarding the spiral bar arrangement, due to the required precision when placing
the girders. Additionally, a report published by the U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Highways Administration describes several difficulties encountered in the field
12

while attempting to place the u-bar system such as bending bars and conflicts with the
post-tensioning ducts (FHWA-IF-09-010, 2009).

Figure 2-10. NCHRP u-bar shear key detail (Oesterle and Elremaily, 2009).

Figure 2-11. NHCRP tilted u-bar shear key detail (Oesterle and Elremaily, 2009).
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Figure 2-12. NCHRP spiral bar shear key detail (Oesterle and Elremaily, 2009).

Another arrangement of reinforced shear keys explored by the NCHRP study is the
welded

wire

reinforcement

connection

(Oesterle

and

Elremaily,

2009).

This

arrangement consists of connecting the extended straight reinforcement from each
member by tying it to a WWR above it. Figure 2-13 shows an example of a WWR
connection. According to previous research, this arrangement failed to provide the
required moment capacity when tested (Li et al., 2010). This is a major performance
setback for this detail.

Figure 2-13. NCHRP welded wire reinforcement connection detail (Oesterle and
Elremaily, 2009).
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The Northeast Region of the Pre-stressed Concrete Institute (PCINE) has proposed an
adjacent beam system that includes headed rebar studs cast projecting from each
member to transfer loads through the shear key(PCINE, 2010). This new system has
been labeled the Northeast Extreme Tee with integrated Deck (NEXT-D) beam system.
The proposed yet untested NEXT-D beam shear key is shown in Figure 2-14.

Figure 2-14. NEXT-D shear key detail (PCI Northeast, 2010).

A previous study on a similar connection that used headed reinforcement inside the
shear key concluded that this type of connection can provide a continuous load transfer
in the longitudinal joint for decked bulb tee girder systems while minimizing the width of
the joint (Li et al., 2010). Figure 2-15 shows the headed reinforcement connection
tested in this previous study.

15

Figure 2-15. Headed reinforcement connection tested by Li et al. (2010).

Other Types of Shear Keys
The last type of shear key arrangement reviewed for this project involves the use of
steel bars cast within the members and/or steel sections placed within the shear key to
improve load transfer. As previously mentioned in this section, the WSDOT uses
several alternatives for the design of shear keys for the decked bulb tee girder system.
One of these alternatives was presented in the unreinforced shear keys section. The
rest of these alternatives are called “welded tie” keys (WSDOT, 2002). The first
arrangement of the welded tie key has steel plates welded to headed shear studs which
are cast within the girder’s flange at the bottom of the key. A rod is welded to the steel
plates to create the connection, as can be observed in Figure 2-16. The second
arrangement involves steel angle sections that are welded to headed shear studs cast
slightly into the girder’s flange at mid height of the shear key. These angles are then
welded to a steel plate to build the connection. The second arrangement of the welded
tie keys is shown in Figure 2-17. The third arrangement is very similar to the second
one but the angles sit at the top of the shear key. Like in the second arrangement,
headed shear studs are cast within the shear key and a steel plate is welded to the
16

angles. Figure 2-18 shows the third welded tie key arrangement. The use of weld plates
in shear keys has exhibited acceptable performance, but is recognized that an
improvement in this performance may be needed for use in high volume roads (Deery,
2010). As mentioned previously, the decked bulb tee girder system has exhibited
longitudinal cracking that may compromise the stability of the structure. (NCHRP, 1269).

Figure 2-16. WSDOT welded tie shear key (Alternative 1) (WSDOT, 2002).
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Figure 2-17. WSDOT welded tie shear key (Alternative 2) (WSDOT, 2002).

Figure 2-18. WSDOT welded tie shear key (Alternative 3) (WSDOT, 2002).

Another arrangement for adjacent beam systems reviewed for this project was the
TxDOT decked slab beam system (TxDOT, 2010). This system involves the casting of a
steel connector plate on the faces of the beam’s flange. These connectors are welded
to a lateral connector rod before placing the grout. Figure 2-19 shows the decked slab
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beam system shear key. This detail has only been in use for three to four years and is
only permitted on low volume roads because fatigue is a notable concern (FHWA-IF-09010, 2009).

Figure 2-19. TxDOT decked bulb slab beam system shear key detail (TxDOT,
2010).
According to the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highways Administration
(FHWA) report, the TxDOT has researched the use of welded connections in shear
keys and found that this connection is sound and durable (FHWA-IF-09-010, 2009).
Nevertheless, the report states there are concerns with long term fatigue regarding
these connections and recommends that welded ties be used only for low volume
bridges.
A study was performed for the Utah DOT (UDOT) to analyze the behavior of the shear
key used in their full depth precast bridge deck panel system. This arrangement
consisted of an unreinforced mid-depth, wide shear key with a welded stud section
located at a specific spacing. Figure 2-20 shows the unreinforced portion and welded
stud section of the shear key studied for the UDOT.

19

Figure 2-20. Detail of the unreinforced portion and welded stud section of the
UDOT study shear key (Julander, 2009).

Conclusions
There are many different ways to connect members in adjacent beam bridge systems.
Shear keys are commonly used to accomplish this and their configuration can vary
significantly. These shear keys can be unreinforced, reinforced or have steel bars and
sections within them to transfer load between adjacent members as well as vary
significantly in geometry. Many studies have been performed on possible configurations
for shear keys and their performance but no specific arrangement has been adopted as
a standard for DOTs across the country.
Some of the major concerns when it comes to shear keys are ease of construction,
longitudinal cracking, and the types of loads they transfer between adjacent members,
as well as constructability. Most reinforced shear keys are easy to build but do not
transfer loads other than shear. The vast majority of unreinforced shear keys transfer
additional loading but can cause constructability issues. Another major concern is
20

fatigue, specifically for shear key configurations that include welds. The other types of
shear keys covered in this review have welded steel plates. These welds are very
sensitive to fatigue.
The NEXT-D beam system configuration was selected for the current project due to its
ease of fabrication and erection and its promising behavior when used in conjunction
with ultra-high performance grouts (Graybeal et al., 2004). The rest of this thesis will be
developed around the NEXT-D shear key configuration.

Finite Element Modeling of Shear Keys Literature Review
Introduction
Finite element modeling is an important part of precast adjacent beam bridge analysis.
It is especially significant in a component-level study like shear key behavior. Several
studies in the past have used this type of analysis to recreate experimental tests and
thus reduce the need for constructing physical specimens. Additionally, finite element
modeling may replace the need for expensive experimental testing in the future (Lam
and El-Lobody, 2005). A review of previous works is done to understand the currentstate-of-the-art approaches to modeling different arrangements of shear keys and their
components.
Finite element modeling of the interaction between concrete and steel reinforcement
has been previously done using several different approaches. The first objective of this
review is to discuss all considered methods used in previous studies to model the
interaction in reinforced concrete to create a more accurate model for the NEXT-D
system.
21

Finite element modeling has also been used to capture the debonding between
concrete-grout joints in previous studies (Julander, 2009). The second objective of this
section is to show the identified technique to model this essential factor in the shear key
analysis for the NEXT-D system.
Modeling of Rebar in Reinforced Concrete
Three different approaches for modeling the reinforcement inside a concrete matrix
were found in studies performed previously. These approaches use:


smeared reinforcement,



link elements or



solid elements.

Each approach, along with the advantages and disadvantages of its use, is briefly
explained in the following sections.
The Smeared Reinforcement Approach
The finite element package ANSYS includes a specific solid brick element type
identified as SOLID65 capable of analyzing the particular behavior of concrete. One of
these capabilities is the inclusion of “smeared” reinforcing defined by a volume ratio and
two angles that specify the direction (ANSYS, 2009). This approach allows the modeler
to include the tensile strength added by the steel to reinforced concrete without
requiring elements that define the actual location of the steel reinforcement. The
reinforcement is assigned a volume ratio and two orientation angles to define it. The first
angle () is measured on the element’s horizontal plane from the x-axis to the y-axis
and the second angle () is measured to the element’s vertical z-axis. ANSYS
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distributes the tensile strength of the reinforcement throughout the concrete in the
direction defined by the angles. SOLID65 properties and capabilities will be explained in
more detail in Chapter 4. The use of the “smeared” reinforcement approach can reduce
time spent in creating the model as well as computational time.
A previous study used the smeared reinforcement approach for the SOLID65 element
included in ANSYS to model a simply supported reinforced concrete beam subjected to
a vertical surface load. The results show that the SOLID65 is an effective tool to analyze
reinforced concrete behavior as can be seen in the deformed shape and stress contours
in the finite element model of this study in Figure 2-21 (Xiaoran and Yuanfeng, 2010 ).

Figure 2-21. Deformed shape and stress contours of finite element model with
smeared reinforcement(Xiaoran and Yuanfeng ).

Nevertheless, this approach does not allow interpretation of the stress distribution
through the steel, or placing the reinforcement (e.g. a headed shear stud) at a specific
location to understand its behavior. Therefore, this approach was not selected for the
analysis of the NEXT-D beam system.
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The Link Element Approach
As mentioned in the previous section, the finite element analysis software ANSYS has
the capability of modeling concrete behavior using a specialized solid brick element,
SOLID65. However, a variation of the “smeared” approach is using link elements to
model the reinforcing bars. Link elements are spars that behave in a uniaxial tensileonly, compression-only, or tensile-compressive manner along their longitudinal axis.
They can have one, two, or three degrees of freedom at each node, depending on the
element (ANSYS, 2009). This type of behavior is very effective to model the isotropic
behavior of steel. Reinforcement is modeled using link elements by adding meshed
lines that divide volumes at the location of the rebar. Figure 2-21 illustrates a link
element on a solid brick element.

Figure 2-22. Link element on a brick element.

In a study performed for the Oregon DOT (ODOT) on reinforced concrete structures
strengthened with fiber reinforced polymers, link elements were employed to model
reinforcement in concrete (Kachlakev et al., 2001). The link elements were used to
capture the behavior of both steel and FRP composites in a simply supported reinforced
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concrete beam. This study shows that using the link element approach is an adequate
manner to model reinforcement in concrete by comparing the results of the finite
element analysis with experimental data from four full-size beam specimens (Kachlakev
et al., 2001). Figure 2-23 shows the finite element model used for the ODOT study.

Figure 2-23. Finite element model with link elements used to model reinforcement
(Kachlakev et al., 2001).

Using link elements to model reinforcement provides the ability to create a simpler
model and reduce the number of elements as well as computational time. Nevertheless,
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modeling the pressure-penetration relationship between the head of the steel stud and
the grout in a normal contact manner, as seen in Figure 2-24, is considered an
important factor in the current analysis. The link element approach does not support this
type of contact behavior. Therefore, using link elements might not be a feasible
approach for the NEXT-D beam system.

Figure 2-24. Normal contact zone between headed stud and grout.
The Solid Brick Element Approach
Another commonly used approach is modeling the steel reinforcement as solid brick
elements. Solid brick elements are 3-dimensional elements that can model either
concrete, grout, or steel. A solid volume is defined by a minimum of four nodes but can
include a maximum of twenty nodes, and each node can have from one to nine degrees
of freedom (ANSYS, 2009). In studies performed using the finite element analysis
software ANSYS, SOLID65 is used to model the concrete matrix because of the
inherent cracking and crushing capabilities. Another type of solid brick element, e.g.,
SOLID45 or SOLID185 that include other material behaviors such as hyperelasticity,
viscoelasticity, and viscoplasticty, may be used to model other materials, like steel.
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A previous study used solid brick elements to model the components in a composite
beam system (Lam and El-Lobody, 2005). The study focused in subjecting a composite
beam to a push-off test and rebuilding the test using a finite element analysis package.
The components in a push-off test are a concrete slab, a steel beam, and a headed
stud, as can be seen in Figure 2-25. The testing procedure involves loading the steel
beam horizontally in a manner of pushing the headed stud laterally into the concrete
slab. This test analyzes the behavior of the headed stud as it works in a composite
beam system (Lam and El-Lobody, 2005). The finite element model was able to capture
the behavior of the specimen test, as can be observed in the digitalized load-slip curves
from the study presented in Figure 2-26. Therefore, solid brick element approach can be
considered an appropriate method to model reinforced concrete behavior, specifically
when involving a headed shear stud.

Figure 2-25. Finite element model with solid elements used to model shear stud
(Lam and El-Lobody 2005).
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Figure 2-26. Digitalized load-slip curve from push-off test of composite beam.

The use of solid elements allows the modeler to determine the tension and compression
stresses at any location in the reinforcement including throughout the cross sectional
area and can be a more accurate technique to represent the behavior of the steel that
interacts with the grout, as opposed to treating all the components as a whole.
Selected Approach
The interaction between concrete and steel has been modeled in previous studies
either a smeared element, link element or solid brick element approach.
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Table 2-1 compares the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

Table 2-1. Comparison of Common Approaches in Finite
Element Modeling of Concrete-Steel Interaction.

Approach
Smeared
Reinforcement
Approach
Link Element
Approach
Solid Element
Approach

Reduces
Computational
Time

Allows Placing
Rebar

Shows Stress
Distribution
Along the
Rebar

X

X

X

X

Allows
Stress
Distribution
Throughout
Cross
Sectional
Area

Allows
Interaction
Between
Stud Head
and Grout

X

X

X

X

As can be observed in
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Table 2-1, the solid element approach has more advantages than the smeared
reinforcement and the link element approach. Additionally, the interaction between the
head of the stud and the grout, as well as understanding the stress distribution
throughout the cross sectional area of the steel are both considered important pieces of
information for the project; therefore the solid element approach was the selected
approach.
Modeling the Interaction between Reinforcement and Concrete Matrix
Three different approaches for modeling the interaction between reinforcement and the
concrete itself are found in studies performed previously. These approaches use:


shared nodes,



combination elements or



contact elements.

Each approach, along with the advantages and disadvantages of its use, is briefly
explained in the following sections.
Shared Nodes Approach
When modeling the interaction between concrete and the reinforcement, a common
supposition found in previous studies is assuming perfect bond exists at the interface
(Kachlakev et al., 2001). This assumption implies that meshes for different materials in
finite element models share nodes. Consequently, materials work together perfectly.
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This approach can be applied to both the link element approach and the solid brick
element approach mentioned previously. Using the shared nodes approach reduces
computational time considerably but does not consider the effect of loss of bond
(debonding). Additionally, this approach can only be used to model node-to-node
contact.
Combination Elements Approach
Another common way of modeling the interaction between reinforced concrete and the
reinforcement itself is the use of combination elements. Combination elements are twonode linear elements capable of modeling spring behavior and can be calibrated to
model the slip between the reinforcement and the concrete matrix. Specifically, one of
the nodes of the combination element would be located on the reinforcement and the
corresponding node would be on the concrete, creating a spring to represent the loadslip behavior. This approach can be applied with ease to both the link element approach
and the solid brick approach mentioned in the previous section. Similar to the shared
nodes approach, this method allows only node-to-node contact.
Contact Elements Approach
The finite element analysis package ANSYS includes the capability to model material
interface interaction using elements denominated as “contact pairs”. These contact
pairs are made up of a contact and a target element and allow modeling of normal and
tangential contact. Previous studies (Maleki and Bagheri, 2008) have used contact pairs
to represent the interaction between concrete and steel in composite sections. Contact
elements rely on user-defined parameters called real constants to accurately represent
the interaction. Real constants are sets of values, specific to each element type, that
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define in some way the particular behavior of that element. Real constants associate
contact elements with the target elements to form contact pairs. Contact elements have
the capability of modeling different types of contact, including node-to-surface and
surface-to-surface. These elements will be discussed further in a Chapter 4.
Selected Approach
The interaction between reinforcement and the concrete matrix has been modeled in
previous studies using either a shared nodes approach, combination elements
approach or contact elements approach. Table 2-2 compares the advantages and
disadvantages of each approach.
Table 2-2. Comparison of Common Approaches in Finite Element
Modeling of Reinforcement-Concrete Matrix Interaction
Approach
Shared Nodes
Approach

Reduces
Computational Time

Allows
Delamination

Capable of modeling
surface-to-surface contact

X

Combination
Elements Approach

X

Contact Elements
Approach

X

X

As can be observed in Table 2-2, both the combination elements approach and the
contact elements approach allow modeling of debonding. Nevertheless, the contact
elements approach also captures surface-to-surface contact. These factors are both
considered highly important information for the current project. Therefore, the
combination elements approach was selected to model the tangential contact between
the reinforcement and the concrete and grout matrices, while the contact elements
approach was selected to represent the normal contact and delamination.
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Modeling the Interaction between Concrete and Grout
Two different approaches for modeling the interaction between concrete and grout are
found in studies performed previously. These approaches use:


shared nodes or



contact elements.

Each approach, along with the advantages and disadvantages of its use, is briefly
explained in the following sections.
Shared Nodes Approach
When modeling the interaction between reinforced concrete and grout an assumption
found in previous studies (Julander, 2009 and Kachlakev et al., 2001) assumes perfect
bond exists at the interface, similar to the reinforcement to concrete matrix interaction.
This assumption implies that meshes for both materials share nodes. One previous
study used the shared node approach to model the interaction between concrete and
grout of an unreinforced portion of a shear key. The study attempted to associate the
force-displacement relationship of shear key specimens subjected to a vertical load to
the force-displacement relationship of the finite element model. It was concluded in this
previous study that the finite element model that used the shared nodes approach was
approximately 21 times as stiff as the tested specimen (Julander, 2009).
Contact Elements Approach
Contact elements working together with a cohesive zone material have the capability of
representing delamination or debonding between two material surfaces (ANSYS, 2009).
This capability was deemed particularly useful to model the concrete to grout interaction
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surface. After attempting the shared nodes approach to model the interaction between
concrete and grout, the author of the study mentioned in the previous section decided to
use contact elements and a cohesive zone to model this interaction.

The force-

displacement relationship for the finite element model with contact elements was similar
to the behavior of the specimens tested in the study. These results show that the
contact elements approach is an appropriate method of modeling the interface between
concrete and grout (Julander, 2009).
Selected Approach
In a previous study, both the shared nodes approach and the contact elements
approach were attempted to model the unreinforced portion of a shear key. Figure 2-27
shows the force-displacement relationship of the specimens tested in this study, as well
as the relationship obtained from the finite element model. By analyzing this forcedisplacement relationship in both attempted approaches it was concluded that the use
of contact elements is a more accurate approach to capture the behavior of the
concrete to grout interface (Julander, 2009). Therefore, the contact elements approach
is the selected approach for the current project.
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Figure 2-27. Force-displacement relationships of the tested specimens and finite
element models for the UDOT study (Julander, 2009).

Conclusions
Several studies have used finite element modeling to capture the behavior of
components in precast adjacent beam bridges. It is common practice to recreate
experimental tests to adjust to finite element models, thus reducing the amount of tests
needed for a study and the cost of the study. Past studies were reviewed to understand
the different ways components are modeled in FE to develop a more accurate
representation of the NEXT-D shear key. The significant components for which studies
were reviewed are the modeling of the reinforcement, the interaction between the
reinforcement and the concrete and grout matrices, and interface between the concrete
and the grout. Various approaches were reviewed for each of these components. After
considering the advantages and disadvantages, a specific approach was selected for
each component.
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The solid elements approach was selected to represent the reinforcement because it
allow the definition of the location of the rebar, it shows the stress distribution both
throughout the length and cross-section of the bar, and it captures the interaction of the
head of the stud and the grout. Both the combination elements approach and the
contact elements approach were selected to model the interaction between the
reinforcement and the grout. The first was selected to model the tangential relationship
and the second the normal relationship. The contact elements approach was selected to
represent the interaction between the concrete and the grout.
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Chapter 3
MODELING PARAMETER CALIBRATION
Introduction
The purpose of this Chapter is to establish the adjustment and calibration of the
required parameters for the finite element modeling of the NEXT-D shear key. The finite
element analysis software ANSYS was used to create different models that accurately
resemble test specimens and other models from previous studies. The objective of this
was to identify reasonable values for the parameters used by ANSYS to define the
interaction between nodes that join materials.
Contact pairs consist of a contact and a target surface. A contact pair in ANSYS
requires the definition of sets of parameters identified as real constants. These real
constants provide the behavioral properties for each contact pair as well as tie the
contact and target surface together.
A “cohesive zone model” is used in the software package to model debonding. A
cohesive zone model captures the behavior of debonding between elements using a
material table. This material table provides the behavioral properties of the cohesive
zone model.
Combination elements are spring-like elements located between two nodes (that include
damping capability). A combination element in ANSYS requires the definition of sets
parameters identified as real constants. These real constants provide the behavioral
properties of the spring (and damper).
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Both contact pairs and combination elements were used to capture the behavior of
material interaction. This Chapter illustrates the process through which the parameters
for contact pairs and the combination elements were calibrated.

Concrete-to-Grout Contact
The concrete-to-grout interface was modeled for the NEXT-D shear key using a contact
pair along with the debonding capability of a cohesive zone model. Contact elements
are capable of modeling surface-to-surface contact. These elements are located on the
exterior surfaces of the solid elements along the border between the beam flanges and
the shear key.
The concrete-to-grout contact model was calibrated based on an experimental study of
an unreinforced portion of a shear key performed for the UDOT (Julander, 2009). The
study for the UDOT performed a push-off test on a shear key and built a finite element
model of the test. The push-off test involved two concrete specimens connected by the
shear key loaded vertically, as can be seen in Figure 3-1. The specimens were loaded
monotonically to failure to capture the behavior of the shear key and the interaction
between the concrete and the grout. Load was monitored at the bottom of the specimen
and displacement was controlled at the top.
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Figure 3-1. Push-off test setup (Julander, 2009).

This experimental study uses a contact pair and a cohesive zone model to represent
concrete-to-grout interaction. The model of the Utah DOT push-off test was recreated to
calibrate the real constants for the concrete-to-grout contact. Figure 3-2 shows the
recreated model of the UDOT study. The study also identifies values for the real
constants of the contact pair and the material table of the cohesive zone model. This
study showed that the concrete separating from the grout had a significant impact in the
force-deflection curve of the model (Julander, 2009), as was covered in the second
section of Chapter 2.
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Figure 3-2. Finite element model recreation of push-off test model.

A force-deflection curve was created for the calibrated model and compared to the
curve from the base model. Figure 3-3 shows the force-deflection curves for the base
study and the calibrated model. The calibrated values for the contact pair’s real
constants used for the concrete-to-grout contact are presented in Table 3-1. The
calibrated values for the cohesive zone model’s material table used for the concrete-togrout contact are presented in Table 3-2.
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Figure 3-3. Force-displacement curves for base study and calibrated model.
Table 3-1. Calibrated values for real constants of concrete-to-grout contact pair.
Real Constant

Abbreviation

Value

Target radius for 1 Node

R1

0 (Default)

Target radius for 2nd Node

R2

0 (Default)

st

Normal penalty stiffness

a

FKN

0.0011

Penetration tolerance

a

FTOLN

0.1 (Default)

Initial contact closure

a

ICONT

0 (Default)

PINB

0.25 (Default)

< PMAX

0 (Default)

Minimum initial allowable penetration a

> PMIN

0 (Default)

Maximum friction stress

TAUMAX

1.0E+20 (Default)

Pinball region

a

Maximum initial allowable penetration

a

Contact surface offset

CNOF

0 (Default)

Contact opening stiffness

a

FKOP

1 (Default)

Tangent penalty stiffness

a

FKT

1.0 (Default)

Contact cohesion

COHE

0 (Default)

Static/dynamic ratio

FACT

1 (Default)

DC

0 (Default)

SLTOL

0.005 (Default)

PPCN

0 (Default)

Exponential decay coefficient
Allowable elastic slip

a

Pressure penetration criterion
a

Fluid penetration time
FPAT
0.01 (Default)
a
Positive value for scaling and negative value for absolute.

Table 3-2. Calibrated values for material table of concrete-to-grout cohesive zone
model.
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Maximum normal contact stress

max

130

Contact gap at completion of debonding

unc

0.015

Maximum equivalent tangential contact stress

max

0.0

Tangential slip at the completion of debonding

utc

0.0

Artificial damping coefficient
Flag for tangential slip under compressive
normal contact stress




0.01
0.0
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Concrete-to-Steel Tangential Contact
The concrete-to-steel tangential contact model was modeled for the NEXT-D shear key
using combination elements. Combination elements are capable of modeling spring
behavior which was used to represent the load-slip behavior of the concrete-to-steel
interface. These elements are located on the corresponding nodes between the stud
and the concrete and grout matrices.
The shear forces across the interface between the concrete and steel are transferred by
mechanical action and the load-slip relationship at the interface. These are some of the
most important properties of a shear connector in composite design (Lam and ElLobody, 2005). According to Tastani and Pantazopoulou (2002), the simplest way to
represent the stress transfer between concrete and steel is through the “frictional
concept”, shown in Figure 3-4. In this model, the shear stresses that develop along the
surface of the bar are a function of the normal pressure applied by the concrete on the
bar. The study concludes that the bond is a measure of interaction between concrete
and reinforcement and not a property of the reinforcement (Tastani and Pantazopoulou
2002).
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where:
dx = displacement along the x-axis.
F(x) and F(x+dx) = tensile forces.
 = friction coefficient.
lat = lateral stress provided by the
confining concrete.
fb = bond strength.

Figure 3-4. Frictional model for bond between steel and concrete (Tastani and
Pantazopoulou, 2002).

The concrete-to-steel tangential model was calibrated based on a tension pull-out test
from a previous study (Tastani and Pantazopoulou, 2002). The specimen for the
tension-pullout test involves two steel bars cast into a concrete cylinder. Tension is
applied to the test bar and the reacting force is measured at the support bar. Vertical
displacement is monitored on the test bar. Figure 3-5 shows an image of the tension
pull-out test performed in the previous study used to calibrate the combination elements
for the concrete-to-steel tangential contact.
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Figure 3-5. Tension-pullout test (Tastani and Pantazopoulou, 2002).

It was considered appropriate to use symmetry for the finite element model and reduce
it compared to the original tension pull-out test.
Figure 3-6 shows the calibration finite element model. In this Figure, steel is
represented by red elements, while blue elements represent concrete.
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Figure 3-6. Finite element model of tension-pullout test.

A bond stress-bar slip curve was created for the calibrated model and compared to the
curve from the base model. Figure 3-7 shows the digitalized stress-slip curves for the
base study and the calibrated model. The calibrated values for the combination
elements’ real constants used for the concrete-to-steel contact are presented in Table
3-3.
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Figure 3-7. Stress-slip curve for base study and calibrated model.

Table 3-3. Calibrated values for real constants of concrete-to-steel combination
elements.
Real Constant
Spring constant
Damping coefficient
Nonlinear damping coefficient
Initial length
Initial force

Abbreviation
K
CV1
CV2
ILEN
IFOR

Value
98.19275
0 (Default)
0 (Default)
0 (Default)
0 (Default)
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Grout-to-Headed Stud Contact (Concrete-to-Steel Normal Contact)
The grout-to-headed stud interface was modeled for the NEXT-D shear key using a
contact pair along with the debonding capability a cohesive zone model. These
elements were located between the faces of the headed stud and the grout. The
material model used for the cohesive zone in the grout-to-headed stud model used the
same values as the concrete-to-grout contact with the exception of the normal contact
stress. It was assumed that the mechanical adherence provided more resistance to
debonding in this region. Based on this assumption, the normal contact strength of the
cohesive zone model was given a value equal to tensile strength of the concrete (580
psi). Additionally, combination elements were used in the model to represent the loadslip relationship between the shank of the stud and the concrete and grout matrices.
These combination elements were calibrated according to the procedure of described in
the previous section.
The grout-to-headed stud contact model was calibrated based on an experimental
push-off test on shear stud connection between a steel beam and a concrete slab (Lam
and El-Lobody, 2005). The test was performed to evaluate shear connector capacity
and develop a three-dimensional finite element model to simulate the behavior of
headed shear stud connectors. The push-off test specimen consisted of a short portion
of a steel beam, connected to two concrete slabs by headed shear studs. For the finite
element model of the push-off test, only one stud is used since it is assumed that the
load is transferred equally from the steel beam to each shear connector (Lam and ElLobody, 2005). The first portion of the push-off test consisted in applying load to 40
percent of the expected failure load and then removing it. This portion of the loading
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was repeated 25 times. After these cycles, load was applied to failure. The slip between
the steel beam and the concrete slab as well as the strain in the reinforcement bars
were recorded at load increments of 4.5 kips. Additional tests performed without the
initial repetitive loading cycles showed that these cycles had no effect in the load-slip
behavior, thus it was assumed for the loading in the finite element model created that
the load could be applied monotonically. The original authors believe that steel beam’s
function is only to transmit the load to the headed stud in the push-off test (Lam and ElLobody, 2005). For the current study, the finite element model of the push-off test was
rebuilt to calibrate the contact pair parameters in the model. Figure 3-8 shows the finite
element model for the push-off test.

Figure 3-8. Finite element model recreation of push-off test.
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A load-slip curve was created for the calibrated model and compared to the curve from
the base model. Figure 3-9 shows the digitalized load-slip curves for the base study and
the calibrated model. The calibrated values for contact pair’s real constants used for the
grout-to-headed stud contact are presented in Table 3-4 . The values for the cohesive
zone model’s material table used for the concrete-to-headed stud contact are presented
in Table 3-5.
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Figure 3-9. Load-slip curves for base study and calibrated model.

Table 3-4. Calibrated values for real constants of grout -to-headed stud contact
pair.
Real Constant
Target radius for 1st Node
nd

Target radius for 2 Node
Normal penalty stiffness

a

Abbreviation

Value

R1

0 (Default)

R2

0 (Default)

FKN

0.00215

Penetration tolerance

a

FTOLN

0.5

Initial contact closure

a

ICONT

0 (Default)

PINB

0.1

< PMAX

0 (Default)

> PMIN

0 (Default)

Pinball region

a

Maximum initial allowable penetration
Minimum initial allowable penetration

a

a
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Maximum friction stress

TAUMAX

1.0E+20 (Default)

CNOF

0 (Default)

FKOP

1 (Default)

Tangent penalty stiffness a

FKT

1.0E-20

Contact cohesion

COHE

0 (Default)

Static/dynamic ratio

FACT

1 (Default)

DC

0 (Default)

SLTOL

0.005 (Default)

PPCN

0 (Default)

Contact surface offset
Contact opening stiffness

a

Exponential decay coefficient
Allowable elastic slip

a

Pressure penetration criterion
a

Fluid penetration time
FPAT
0.01 (Default)
a
Positive value for scaling and negative value for absolute.

Table 3-5. Calibrated values for material table of concrete-to-headed stud
cohesive zone model.
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Maximum normal contact stress

max

580

Contact gap at completion of debonding

unc

0.015

Maximum equivalent tangential contact stress

max

0.0

Tangential slip at the completion of debonding

utc

0.0

Artificial damping coefficient



0.01

Flag for tangential slip under compressive
normal contact stress



0.0

Conclusions
The finite element analysis software ANSYS was used to recreate models of previous
studies. The objective of this was to calibrate the real constants and material tables to
better capture the behavior of the interfaces between the precast slab, shear key and
headed stud. Real constants are parameters that define the behavior of elements in
finite element modeling. In contact pairs and combination elements, real constants
control the general behavior of the elements. For contact pairs, real constants also tie
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the contact and target elements together. A cohesive zone model is used in ANSYS to
capture debonding of two materials. Cohesive zone models require the definition of a
material table to establish the inherent behavior of the zone.
The concrete-to-grout contact was modeled using contact pairs and a cohesive zone
model. The real constants for the contact pairs and the material table for the cohesive
zone model were calibrated according to an experimental push-off test performed on
the unreinforced portion of a shear key for the UDOT. The concrete-to-steel contact was
modeled using combination elements. The real constants for the combination elements
were calibrated according to an experimental pull-out test performed on a steel bar cast
into a concrete cylinder. The grout-to-steel contact was modeled using a contact pairs
and a cohesive zone model. The real constants for the contact pairs and the material
table for the cohesive zone model were calibrated according to an experimental pushoff test performed on a shear stud connection between a steel beam and a concrete
slab. The results of the calibrations were used in the finite element model of the NEXTD shear key.
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Chapter 4
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Introduction
The software package ANSYS 12.0 was used to create and analyze the model. This
Chapter discusses the development of the finite element model for the NEXT-D shear
key and its analysis. The first section focuses on the geometry of the model created.
The second section describes the material models used to represent the behavior of the
model. The third section explains the methodology used to create the finite element
model. A detailed description of the element types and parameters used is given in this
section. This information is followed by an overview of the resources used in the
meshing process of the finite element model.
One of the main purposes of this section is to allow the reader to understand the
process of creating the finite element model for the NEXT-D shear key in case further
research is conducted. Nevertheless, a wide variety of finite element analysis textbooks,
along with the “Help” files for the software package ANSYS, are available and should be
reviewed.
The objective of this model is to create force-displacement and moment-rotation
relationships for the relevant degrees of freedom to develop a stiffness matrix for a
spring element that can represent the NEXT-D shear key. This spring element will be
used in a larger scale analysis of the adjacent beam system.
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Geometrical Properties of the Model
For the present project, two different shear key configurations were considered for the
NEXT-D beam system by the SCDOT. At first, the projections at the top and bottom of
the precast slab were slightly smaller, measuring 1 inch in thickness and protruding ¾ of
an inch. After discussions with the SCDOT Steering Committee, it was decided that
these dimensions would be increased to 1.5 inches and 1 inch, respectively (Nielson,
2011 ). Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show both configurations of the shear key considered
by the SCDOT.
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Figure 4-1. Initial geometry of the NEXT-D shear key.
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Figure 4-2. Final geometry of the shear key for the project.
The final finite element model used for analysis in this project was based on the
geometry of the second shear key dimensions selected by the Steering Committee. This
model consisted of a 3-inch wide section of the shear key. The depth of the shear key is
8 inches and its width is 8 inches at top and bottom and 10 inches on the inside. A
beam flange length of 12 inches was considered on each side of the key. Additionally,
half a headed stud was modeled on each face of the shear key. This was done to avoid
ill-conditioning eccentricities created by unsymmetrical conditions. Figure 4-3 illustrates
the dimensions of the finite element model created for the NEXT-D adjacent beam
system.

Figure 4-3. Dimensions of the NEXT-D finite element model.
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Material Properties of the Model
The finite element model used for the NEXT-D adjacent beam system included four
specific materials: concrete, grout, steel and a cohesive zone model. This section
describes each material’s behavior and the given properties for the finite element
model.
Concrete
The Kent-Scott-Park (Kent and Park, 1971) concrete material model was used as a
backbone to define the behavior of the concrete. The compressive strength, f'c, of the
concrete was taken as 6000 pounds per square inch (psi). The linear portion of the
behavior was defined by the modulus of elasticity, E c, which was determined by the
equation:

Ec  57, 000 f 'c

(4.1)

ANSYS requires the definition of Poisson’s ratio, , for each material. This was taken as
0.2 (Bangash, 1989). The nonlinear portion of the material model was defined according
to the compressive strength and the ultimate strain of concrete. The ultimate strain was
defined as 0.002 according to Hatano (1969). Another input required to model the
behavior of concrete is its tensile strength. This was calculated according to the
following equation:

ft  7.5 f 'c

(4.2)
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With these values, and the Kent-Scott-Park model, a multi-linear idealization of
concrete behavior was determined. Figure 4-4 shows the behavior defined for the
concrete model.
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Figure 4-4. Concrete material behavior model.

Grout
The second material defined was the grout. The same Kent-Scott-Park (Kent and Park
1971) model used for the concrete was used to define the grout’s behavior. The
compressive strength, f'g, of the concrete was taken as 8000 pounds per square inch
(psi). The linear portion of the behavior was defined by the modulus of elasticity, E g,
which was determined by a variation of Equation 4.3:

Eg  57, 000 f 'g

(4.3)
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Poisson’s ratio, , was taken as 0.2, as for the concrete (Bangash 1989). The nonlinear
portion of the material model was defined according to the compressive strength and
the ultimate strain of grout. The ultimate strain was defined as 0.002 according to
Hatano, (1969). The tensile strength of the grout was calculated according to a variation
of Equation 4.4:

ftg  7.5 f 'g

(4.4)

With these values, and the Kent-Scott-Park model, a multi-linear idealization of grout
behavior was determined. Figure 4-5 shows the behavior defined for the grout model.
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Figure 4-5. Grout material behavior model.

Steel
Steel was modeled as an isotropic plastic material slight with bilinear isotropic
hardening. ANSYS requires the definition of both the linear and the nonlinear portions of
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the material model. The linear portion is defined by the modulus of elasticity, E, which
was defined as 29,000,000 psi. The nonlinear portion is based on the steel’s yield
stress, fy, and the tangent modulus, Et. These were defined as 60,000 psi and 2,900 psi
(taken to be 0.01% of the modulus of elasticity to maintain a small post-yield slope).
Poisson’s ratio, , was defined as 0.3. Figure 4-6 shows the behavior defined for the
steel model.
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Figure 4-6. Steel material behavior model.

Cohesive Zone Model
One of the biggest challenges in modeling the shear key for the NEXT-D system shear
key was the interface between the concrete and the grout. This was modeled using a
“cohesive zone model”. This material model is included in the software package ANSYS
to allow the representation of delamination or debonding, as referred to by the software.
A cohesive zone model (CZM) behaves in a bilinear manner according to Alfano and
Crisfield (2006). This behavior is defined by normal contact strength (max) and contact
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gap (un). Figure 4-7 shows the contact curve for bilinear cohesive zone material. The
first portion of the curve follows a linear elastic behavior. After normal contact strength is
reached (point A), debonding begins and bilinear softening behavior occurs. Debonding
is complete when the normal contact stress reaches zero (point C).

Figure 4-7. Cohesive zone material behavior model (ANSYS, 2009).

where:
P = normal contact stress (tension)
Kn = normal contact stiffness
un = contact gap
ūn= contact gap at the maximum normal contact stress (tension)
ucn= contact gap at the completion of debonding
dn = debonding parameter
and the equation for the curve can be written as
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P  Knun (1  dn )

(4.5)

The tangential contact stress and tangential slip behavior follow the normal contact
stress and contact gap behavior. The following equation shows this:

 t  Kt ut (1  dn )

(4.6)

where
t = tangential contact stress
Kt = tangential contact stiffness
ut= tangential slip distance
Two cohesive zone material models were created for the finite element model of the
NEXT-D shear key. The first was used to represent the interaction between the
concrete and the grout. The second was used to represent the bond between the
headed stud and both the concrete and the grout.
Initially, the normal contact strength of the concrete-to-grout element was given the
same value as the tensile strength of the concrete. Nevertheless, it was found in a
previous study (Julander, 2009) that the bond between the concrete and the grout is
significantly weaker than the tensile strength of the concrete. The previous study
reduces max for the CZM between the concrete and the grout to 23% of the concrete
tensile strength (i.e. 110 psi). The magnitude of this reduction is justified by examination
of experimental results. Therefore, it was assumed appropriate to assign max for the
CZM between the concrete and the grout in the NEXT-D shear key a value equal to
23% of the concrete tensile strength (i.e. 130 psi for a tensile strength of 580 psi). One
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must recognize that if effort is given to improve the bond then this percentage will most
certainly increase.

Methodologies
Some element types in the package ANSYS include inherent capabilities that can be
very useful for analysis. The finite element model of the NEXT-D shear key takes
advantage of several different element types to capture the behavior of the materials
and components. The selection of the appropriate element is very important in finite
element modeling. Likewise as important, the meshing process can be the difference
between an accurate and an inaccurate finite element model. The elements and
meshing procedure used in the model for the NEXT-D shear key are described in the
following sections.
Additionally, this section describes the different special features used in the finite
element model of the NEXT-D shear key. Finally, this section focuses on the analyses
performed using the finite element model, describing boundary conditions and applied
displacements.
Elements
The software package ANSYS includes a wide selection of element types. Each
element contains special capabilities that can be very useful. The selection of the proper
element plays a major role in the effectiveness of the model. The types of elements
used for the NEXT-D shear key model were structural solid elements, combination
elements, and contact elements. Each element type features a number of internal
parameters, known as key options (KEYOPT) that modify the general behavior. Along
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with key options, real constant sets are used in ANSYS to specify extensive properties
for each element. More than one set of real constants can be associated with an
element type.
Element SOLID65 was used to mesh the concrete and the grout in the finite element
model. SOLID65 is used for modeling 3-dimensional solids with or without
reinforcement. The element is defined by eight nodes, which have three degrees of
freedom each (translation in the X, Y, and, Z directions). The reinforcement can be
modeled as smeared through twelve real constants. These real constants are divided
into three sets which specify material number, volume ratio, and two orientation angles;
the first angle () is measured on the elements horizontal plane from the X-axis to the Yaxis, the second () from the horizontal to the z-axis (ANSYS, 2009). Figure 4-8 shows
the geometry, node locations, coordinate system and reinforcement specifications for
SOLID65.

Figure 4-8. SOLID65 geometry, node locations, coordinate system and
reinforcement specifications (ANSYS, 2009).

SOLID65 has six modifiable key options. KEYOPT(1) is used to include or suppress
extra displacement shapes. KEYOPT(3) determines the behavior of totally crushed
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unreinforced elements. KEYOPT(5) and KEYOPT(6) provide element printout options
for linear and nonlinear solutions, respectively. KEYOPT(7) is associated with stress
relaxation after cracking and helps accelerate convergence. KEYOPT(8) defines
whether or not the user requires a warning for totally crushed unreinforced concrete
(ANSYS, 2009). Each key option is described in Table 4-1 along with its possible
assigned values. The column on the far right of the table shows the selected parameter
for the NEXT-D shear key model.
Table 4-1. SOLID65 Key Options and Selected Values.
KEYOPTION
1

Function
Extra
displacement
shapes.

Value

0

Feature
Include extra displacement
shapes.
Suppress extra
displacement shapes.
Base.
Suppress mass and applied
loads, and warning
message.
Features of 1 and apply
consistent Newton-Raphson
load vector.
Print concrete linear solution
only at centroid.
Repeat solution at each
integration point.
Nodal stress printout.
Print concrete nonlinear
solution only at centroid.
Print solution also at each
integration point.
No tensile stress relaxation
after cracking.
Include tensile stress
relaxation after cracking to
help convergence.
Print the warning.

1

Suppress the warning.

0
1
0

3

Behavior of totally
crushed
unreinforced
elements.

1

2
0

5

Concrete linear
solution output.

1
2

6

Concrete
nonlinear solution
output.

0
3
0

7

8

Stress relaxation
after cracking.
Warning message
for totally crushed
unreinforced
element.

1

NEXT-D

X

X
X

X

X

X
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Additionally, through a concrete data table, SOLID65 includes the capability of modeling
nonlinear behaviors of brittle materials, including cracking in tension and crushing in
compression. Both cracking and crushing of the material can be removed assigning
them a value of -1. Further concrete material data feature shear transfer coefficients,
tensile stresses, and compressive stresses. Shear transfer coefficients generally range
from 0.1 to 1.0 and can be specified for both open and closed cracks. These coefficients
were assigned values of 0.2 for open cracks and 0.6 for closed cracks, as suggested by
Julander, (2009).
Element SOLID185 was used to model the headed stud in the NEXT-D shear key
model. SOLID185 is used for modeling 3-dimensional solids, similar to SOLID65.
Nevertheless, SOLID185 allows tetrahedral shaped elements. The use of this shape
was considered possible at the start of the modeling process because of the shape of
the headed stud. The element is defined by eight nodes having three degrees of
freedom each (translation in the X, Y, and, Z directions). It is available in two different
forms: a homogeneous structural solid and a layered structural solid. The homogeneous
form was selected for the model of the NEXT-D shear key (ANSYS, 2009). Figure 4-9
shows the geometry and node locations for the homogeneous structural solid form of
SOLID185.
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Figure 4-9. SOLID185 homogeneous structural solid geometry, node locations,
and coordinate system(ANSYS 2009).
SOLID185 has three modifiable key options. KEYOPT(2) selects the element
technology; more information on this option is given in Appendix B. KEYOPT(3)
determines which form of the element is used. KEYOPT(6) defines the element
formulation. Each key option is described in Table 4-2 along with its possible assigned
values. The column on the far right of the table shows the selected parameter for the
NEXT-D shear key model. No real constants are defined for element SOLID185 unless
KEYOPT(2) is set to 1.
Table 4-2. SOLID185 Key Options and Selected Values.(ANSYS 2009)
KEYOPTION

Function

Value
0

2

Element
technology.

1
2
3

3

6

Layer
construction.

Element
formulation.

0

Feature
Full integration with B
method.
Uniform reduced integration
with hourglass control.
Enhanced strain
formulation.
Simplified enhanced strain
formulation.
Structural solid (nonlayered).

1

Layered solid.

0

Use pure displacement
formulation.

1

Use mixed formulation.

NEXT-D

X

X

X
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Combination element COMBIN14 was used to model the frictional interaction between
the concrete and grout matrices and the reinforcement in the model of the NEXT-D
shear key. COMBIN14 is a spring-damper element and has longitudinal and torsional
capabilities in up to three dimensions. The element is defined by two nodes with three
degrees of freedom at each node (translation in the X, Y, and, Z directions for the
longitudinal option and rotation about the X, Y, and, Z directions for the torsional option).
The longitudinal option was used for the NEXT-D shear key model. Figure 4-10 shows
the geometry, node locations, and coordinate systems for COMBIN14’s longitudinal
capability.

Figure 4-10. COMBIN14 geometry and node locations(ANSYS 2009).

COMBIN14 has three modifiable key options. KEYOPT(1) defines the type of
for the element (linear or nonlinear). KEYOPT(2) selects the degree of freedom to
used for 1-dimensional behavior. KEYOPT(3) selects the degrees of freedom to be
used for 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional behavior. Each key option is described
in

Table 4-3 along with its possible assigned values. The column on the far right of the
table shows the selected parameter for the NEXT-D shear key model.
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Table 4-3. COMBIN14 Key Options and Selected Values.
KEYOPTION
1

Function
Solution type.

Value
0

Feature
Linear solution.

1

Nonlinear solution.

0

Use KEYOPT(3) options.

1

2

3
2a

Degree of
freedom selection
for 1-D behavior.

4
5

1-D torsional spring-damper
(ROTY degree of freedom).

6

1-D torsional spring-damper
(ROTZ degree of freedom).

7

Pressure degree of freedom
element.

8

3

a

Degree of
freedom selection
for 2-D and 3-D
behavior.

1-D longitudinal springdamper (UX degree of
freedom).
1-D longitudinal springdamper (UY degree of
freedom).
1-D longitudinal springdamper (UZ degree of
freedom).
1-D torsional spring-damper
(ROTX degree of freedom).

0
1
2

NEXT-D

X

X

Temperature degree of
freedom.
3-D longitudinal springdamper.
3-D torsional springdamper.
2-D longitudinal springdamper.

KEYOPT(2) overrides KEYOPT(3).

Five real constants can be defined for combination element COMBIN14. These real
constants are: spring constant (K), damping coefficient (CV1), damping coefficient for
the nonlinear option (CV2), initial force-free length (ILENGTH), and initial force
(IFORCE). For the case of the NEXT-D shear key model, only the spring constant was
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defined and was given a value of 98.2 lbs/in. This value was determined by the
calibration process explained in the previous Chapter.
Contact elements were used in the NEXT-D shear key model to represent the bond
between concrete and grout as well as the interaction between the steel reinforcement
and the concrete and grout matrices. The capabilities, key options, and real constants
for these contact elements are described in the following section.
Contact Elements
The software package ANSYS includes the capability to model 24 different types of
contacts. These types are divided into three basic categories and each category can
have up to eight different options for contact modeling. The three basic categories are:
1. Single Surface Contact: Used when a surface of one body comes into contact
with itself or with a surface of another body. It is recommended for self-contact
and large deformation problems where the general contact areas are not known
beforehand.
2. Node-to-Surface Contact: Used when contact node penetrates into a target
surface. It is recommended for general contact between two surfaces.
3. Surface-to-Surface Contact: Used when a surface in one body penetrates into
the surface of another body. It is recommended for arbitrarily shaped bodies that
have relatively large contact areas.
The NEXT-D shear key model created used surface-to-surface contact to represent the
interface between the concrete and the grout and between the steel reinforcement and
the concrete and grout matrices. Surface-to-surface contact is modeled by defining a
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contact surface and a target surface. This is labeled as a contact pair. The contact pairs
created for the NEXT-D shear key model used the contact element CONTA174 and
target element TARGE170.
CONTA174 is a 2-dimensional element used to represent contact and sliding between
3-dimensional deformable surfaces and target surfaces. It is defined by eight nodes on
the surfaces it overlays on solid (or shell) elements with midside nodes, from which it
gets its geometric characteristics. In the case of the NEXT-D shear key model, the solid
elements do not have midside nodes; therefore CONTA174 adopts a four-node surface.
Figure 4-11 shows the geometry, node locations, and coordinate system for the fournode CONTA174. In this Figure, n and t represent the normal and tangential directions
of the element.

Figure 4-11. CONTA174 geometry, node locations and coordinate system (ANSYS,
2009).

CONTA174 has twelve modifiable key options. KEYOPT(1) selects the degree or
degrees of freedom. KEYOPT(2) selects the contact algorithm; more information on the
types of contact algorithms is given in Appendix B: ANSYS Files. KEYOPT(4) defines
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the location of the contact detection point. KEYOPT(5) specifies the automated
adjustment. KEYOPT(6) defines the contact stiffness variation and is used to enhance
the stiffness updating when KEYOPT(10) is different to 0. KEYOPT(7) specifies the
element level time increment control/impact constraints. KEYOPT(8) activates
asymmetric contact selection. KEYOPT(9) defines the effect of initial penetration or gap.
KEYOPT(10) specifies how often the contact stiffness is updated. KEYOPT(11) defines
whether the effect of the shell thickness is taken into account for the analysis.
KEYOPT(12) selects the behavior of the contact surface. Each key option is described
in Table 4-4 along with its possible assigned values. The column on the far right of the
table shows the selected parameter for the NEXT-D shear key model.
Table 4-4. CONTA174 Key Options and Selected Values.
KEYOPTION

1

2

Function

Degrees of
freedom.

Contact algorithm
(See Appendix B:
ANSYS Files).

Value
Feature
0
UX, UY, and UZ.
1

UX, UY, UZ, and TEMP.

2
3

TEMP.
UX, UY, UZ, TEMP, and VOLT.

4

TEMP and VOLT

5
6

UX, UY, UZ, and VOLT.
VOLT.

7

MAG.

0

Augmented Lagrangian.

1

Penalty function.

2

Multipoint constraint.
Lagrange multiplier on contact
and penalty on tangent.
Pure Lagrange multiplier on
contact normal and tangent.
On Guass point.
On nodal point – normal to
contact surface.
On nodal point – tangent to
contact surface.

3
4
0

4

Location of
contact detection
point.

1
2

NEXT-D

X

X

X
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Table 4-4 (Cont.). CONTA174 Key Options and Selected Values.

KEYOPTION

Function

Value
Feature
0
No automated adjustment.
1

5

CNOF/ICONT
automated
adjustment.

2
3
4
0

6

Contact stiffness
variation.

1
2
0
1
2

7

Element level
time increment
control / impact
constraints.

3

4

0
8

Asymmetric
contact selection.

2
0

9

Effect of initial
penetration or
gap.

1
2
3

Close gap with auto CNOF.
Reduce penetration with auto
CNOF.
Close gap / reduce penetration
with auto CNOF.
Auto CNOF.
Use default range for stiffness
updating.
Make a nominal refinement to
the allowable stiffness range.
Make an aggressive refinement
to the allowable stiffness range.
No control.
Automatic bisection of
increment.
Change in contact predictions
made to maintain a reasonable
time / load increment.
Change in contact predictions
made to maintain a reasonable
time / load increment whenever
a change in contact status
occurs.
Use impact constraints for
standard or rough contact in
transient dynamic analysis with
automated adjustment of time
increment.
No action.
Internally select which
asymmetric contact pair is used
at the solution stage.
Include both initial geometrical
penetration or gap and offset.
Exclude both initial geometrical
penetration or gap and offset.
Include both initial geometrical
penetration or gap and offset,
but with ramped effects
Include offset only.

NEXT-D

X
X

X

X

X
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KEYOPTION

Function

Value
4

Feature
Include offset only, but with
ramped effects.

NEXT-D

Table 4-4 (Cont.). CONTA174 Key Options and Selected Values.

KEYOPTION

Function

Value

0
1
0

Feature
Each load step if FKN is
redefined during load step (pair
based).
Each substep based on mean
stress of underlying elements
from the previous substep (pair
based).
Each iteration based on current
mean stress of underlying
elements (pair based).
Each load step if FKN is
redefined during load step
(individual element based).
Each substep based on mean
stress of underlying elements
from the previous substep
(individual element based).
Each iteration based on current
mean stress of underlying
elements from the previous
substep (individual element
based).
Exclude.
Include.
Standard.

1
2

Rough.
No separation (sliding allowed).

3

Bonded.

4
5

No separation (always).
Bonded (always).

6

Bonded (initial contact).

0

1

2
10

Contact stiffness
update.

3

4

5

11

12

Shell thickness
effect.

Behavior of
contact surface.

NEXT-D

X

X

X

TARGE170 is a 2-dimensional element used to represent various targets for contact
elements. It is discretized by a set of target segments. Similar to contact elements,
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target elements overlay the surface of the solid (or shell or line) elements and obtain
their geometry from these.
TARGE170 has five modifiable key options. KEYOPT(1) selects the element order.
KEYOPT(2) specifies whether the boundary conditions for rigid target nodes are
automatic or user-defined. KEYOPT(3) defines how the thermal contact surface
behaves. KEYOPT(4) specifies the degree of freedom set to be constrained on
dependent degrees of freedom for internally-generated multipoint constraints, in some
special cases. KEYOPT(5) specifies the degree of freedom set to be in internallygenerated multipoint constraints, in some special cases. Each key option is described in
Table 4-5 along with its possible assigned values. The column on the far right of the
table shows the selected parameter for the NEXT-D shear key model.
Table 4-5. TARGE170 Key Options and Selected Values
KEYOPTION

Function

Value
Feature
0
Low order elements.

1

Element order.

2

Boundary
conditions for
rigid targets.

0
1

High order elements.
Automatically constrained
by ANSYS.
Specified by user.

Behavior of
thermal contact
status.
Degree of
freedom set to be
constrained for
MPCs.

0

Based on contact status.

1

Treated as a free-surface.

n

Six digit value that
represents the DOF to be
constrained.

3

4

1

0

5

Degree of
freedom set to be
constrained for
MPCs, in special
cases.

1
2
3
4

Automatic constraint type
detection.
Solid-solid constraint.
Shell-shell constraint.
Shell-solid constraint
(normal direction).
Shell-solid constraint (all
directions).

NEXT-D

X
X
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KEYOPTION

Function

Value
5

Feature
Shell-solid constraint
(anywhere inside pinball
region).

NEXT-D

-

Contact and target elements are associated by sharing the same set of real constants.
Twenty eight real constants can be defined for contact element CONTA173 and
TARGE170, but only 4 were considered relevant for this project. These real constants
are: normal penalty stiffness factor (FKN), penetration tolerance factor (FTOLN), pinball
region size (PINB), and tangential penalty stiffness factor (FKT). For the contact
between the concrete and the grout, all the real constants were unchanged from their
default value, with the exception of the normal penalty stiffness factor which was
assigned a value of 0.0011 according to the calibration process from the study
performed by Julander (2009). However, for the contact between the steel bar and the
concrete and grout, all of the real constants were modified from their default value
according to the calibration process from the pull-out test. The normal penalty stiffness
factor was assigned a value of 0.00215. The penetration tolerance factor was given a
value of 0.5. The pinball region size was changed to 0.1. Finally, the tangential penalty
stiffness factor was taken as 1.0x10-21; this was done to allow the spring damper
elements to be the only factor for the slip contact between the reinforcement and the
concrete and grout matrices.
Meshing
Meshing is the process of dividing components (i.e. volumes, areas, or lines) into
elements. It is a key factor of finite element modeling. Specifically in cases of differing
geometry like the NEXT-D shear key model, the element size and order of meshing play
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a critical role in the model’s effectiveness. In the model created for the NEXT-D shear
key, meshing was done using brick elements for the solids. Brick elements are shaped
like rectangular or trapezoidal prisms having eight corners, which is consistent with the
eight nodes of the elements used in the model. ANSYS recommends that brick
elements be used when working with SOLID65 (ANSYS, 2009). Figure 4-12 shows the
meshed NEXT-D shear key model.

Figure 4-12. Meshed finite element model of NEXT-D shear key.

Another way to mesh a model is to create elements from defined nodes. The contact
and target elements were meshed this way using the ESURF command which
generates elements overlaid on the free faces of existing elements. Similarly, the
spring-damper elements, COMBIN14, were generated using the E command, which
generates elements that join two or more nodes.
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Constrained Degrees of Freedom
It was assumed that the relevant part of the analysis for the NEXT-D finite element
model was the effects of the applied loads (which will be discussed further in a next
section) on the shear key. Therefore, the effects of vertical expansion of the beam
flanges were considered negligible. For this purpose, the nodes on the top surface of
each flange were constrained in the vertical direction to the corresponding nodes on the
bottom surface. This restriction forces the top and bottom surfaces of the beam flanges
to move as a pair (their displacement in the vertical direction is the same), but still
allowing the internal nodes to interact according to the material and element properties.
Figure 4-14 shows a set of nodes constrained in the Y direction in the NEXT-D shear
key model.

Figure 4-13. Constrained degrees of freedom in the NEXT-D
shear key FE model.
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Boundary Conditions and Applied Loads/Displacements
The model of the NEXT-D shear key was used to determine the stiffness of the shear
key in the three translational degrees of freedom and one rotational degree of freedom.
The analyzed translational degrees of freedom were both the horizontal directions,
transverse (X) and longitudinal (Z), and the vertical direction (Y). The rotational degree
of freedom analyzed was the rotation about the longitudinal direction (Z).
Translation along the Transverse Axis (x)
The first analysis for which the NEXT-D shear key model was used was the translational
degree of freedom in the transverse direction. This direction is labeled as the X-axis in
the finite element model. For this analysis, the nodes located on the exterior left face of
the left beam flange were restricted in the X direction and a displacement of 0.05 inches
was applied to the nodes on the exterior right face of the right beam. Additionally,
translation along the Y-axis (vertical direction) was restricted on the bottom nodes of the
exterior face of the left beam to create a fixed condition. Finally, translation along the Zaxis (longitudinal direction of the bridge) was restricted on the front and back faces of
the model based on symmetry. Figure 4-14 illustrates the boundary conditions and
applied displacements on the NEXT-D shear key model used for the transverse
direction.
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Figure 4-14. Boundary conditions and applied displacements for the transverse
direction (x).

Translation along the Vertical Axis (y)
The second analysis for which the NEXT-D shear key model was used was the
translational degree of freedom in the vertical direction. This direction is labeled as the
Y-axis in the finite element model. For this analysis, the bottom nodes of the left beam
flange were restricted along the Y-axis and a displacement of 0.025 inches was applied
to the bottom nodes of the right beam. Additionally, translation along the X-axis
(transverse direction of the bridge) was restricted on the bottom nodes located on the
exterior left face of the left beam to create a simply supported condition. Finally,
translation along the Z-axis (longitudinal direction of the bridge) was restricted on the
front and back faces of the model based on symmetry. Figure 4-15 illustrates the
boundary conditions and applied displacements on the NEXT-D shear key model used
for the vertical direction.
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Figure 4-15. Boundary conditions and applied displacements for the vertical
direction (y).

Translation along the Longitudinal Axis (z)
The third analysis for which the NEXT-D shear key model was used was the
translational degree of freedom in the longitudinal direction of the bridge. This direction
is labeled as the Z-axis in the finite element model. For this analysis, the nodes located
on the exterior front and back faces of the left beam flange were restricted in the Z
direction and a displacement of 0.025 inches was applied to the nodes on the front and
back faces of the right beam flange. Additionally, translation along the X-axis
(transverse direction of the bridge) and the Y-axis (vertical direction) was restricted on
the corner nodes of the left and right beam. Finally, due to the fact that the length of the
beam would be regarded as the depth in the analysis, it was considered that rotation
does not occur in the shear key. Therefore, to prevent this rotation, translation along the
X-axis was restricted for all the nodes inside the shear key. Figure 4-13 illustrates the
boundary conditions and applied displacements on the NEXT-D shear key model used
for the vertical direction.
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Figure 4-16. Boundary conditions and applied displacements for the longitudinal
direction (z).

An additional analysis was performed for the translational degree of freedom in the
longitudinal direction. The analysis was carried out in the negative Z direction to confirm
or disprove symmetric behavior in this DOF. A displacement of -0.025 inches was
applied to the nodes on the front and back faces of the right beam flange. All boundary
conditions were identical to the previous analysis.
Rotation along the Longitudinal Axis (z)
The last analysis for which the NEXT-D shear key model was used was the rotational
degree of freedom about the longitudinal bridge direction. This direction is labeled as
the rotation on the Z-axis in the finite element model. For this analysis, the nodes
located on the bottom corners of the exterior left face of the left beam flange and the
exterior right face of the right beam flange were restricted in the Y direction.
Additionally, translation along the X-axis (transversal direction) was restricted on the
bottom nodes of the left beam to create a simply supported condition. A displacement of
0.025 inches was applied to the line of nodes located 0.5 inches from each side of the
shear key on left and right beams to create a pure bending problem. Finally, translation
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along the Z-axis (longitudinal direction of the bridge) was restricted on the front and
back faces of the model based on symmetry. Figure 4-13 illustrates the boundary
conditions and applied displacements on the NEXT-D shear key model used for the
vertical direction.

Figure 4-17. Boundary conditions and applied displacements for the
rotation about the longitudinal direction (z).

Conclusions
This section explains all the factors involved in the development of the finite element
model of the NEXT-D shear key. The geometry of the model was changed through the
modeling process and both configurations are given. The final geometry was used in the
conclusive models. The materials in the model behave nonlinearly and their behavior is
explained in the materials section. The materials used were concrete, grout, steel and a
cohesive zone material to represent the interfaces between the reinforcement and the
concrete and grout matrices and between the concrete and grout. Each material is
given at least two types of behavior (i.e. elasticity, bilinear isotropic hardening, crushing,
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and cracking). The finite element model was meshed primarily using solid elements.
Additionally, surface elements and combination elements were used to model material
interaction. Contact elements were used to model the interface between materials. All
element types used include specific modifiable parameters, labeled key options and real
constants. Each key option and real constant value may change the behavior of the
element type, and thus of the model. The nodes on the tops and bottoms of the beam
flanges in the model were constrained in the vertical direction to restrict expansion of
the beam flanges. Four different analyses were performed using the FE model to
determine the stiffness of the shear key for three translational DOFs and one rotational
DOF. These stiffness values will be used to build a stiffness matrix for the NEXT-D
shear key and perform a larger scale analysis of the entire NEXT-D adjacent beam
system.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This Chapter discusses the results from the analyses performed on the finite element
model of the NEXT-D shear key. Four degrees of freedom were considered to be
relevant for the shear key’s stiffness matrix. The significant forces and displacements
(translational DOFs) or moments and rotations (rotational DOF) were registered at
every load step for each analysis. For each DOF, a force-displacement or momentcurvature relationship was established. The initial slope of each relationship is
considered to be the effective elastic stiffness of the shear key for the DOF. Likewise,
the maximum load reached in each analysis is reported as the maximum capacity. Each
slope value given in this section is the estimated stiffness for a 3 inch wide segment of
the shear key.

Translation along the transverse axis (x)
The force-displacement relationship for the translational degree of freedom in the
transverse direction can be seen in Figure 5-1. The reaction forces in the X-direction at
the exterior nodes of the left beam flange were taken as the forces in the system at
each load step. The relative nodal displacement was measured on the beam flanges at
the boundary of the shear key. The initial slope of the curve in Figure 5-1 is 568,139
lbs/in. This is the effective stiffness for the translational DOF along the X-axis for a 3inch wide segment of the shear key. The maximum load reached in the analysis is
3,730 lbs. This load is considered to be the capacity of the shear key in the transverse
direction. Figure 5-1 shows the deformed shape of transverse direction analysis. It can
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be observed in this Figure that some vertical displacement occurs when the model is
subjected to a horizontal load. It is assumed that this begins after the bond between the
concrete and the grout breaks due to the fact that the headed bar is not placed
symmetrically through the depth of the model. Figure 5-2 shows the deformed shape of
transverse direction analysis.
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Figure 5-1. Force versus displacement curve for transverse translation.

Figure 5-2. Deformed shape of the transverse direction analysis
(Elevation view).
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Translation along the vertical axis (y)
The force-displacement relationship for the translational degree of freedom in the
vertical direction can be seen in Figure 5-3. The reaction forces in the Y-direction at the
bottom nodes of the left beam flange were taken as the forces in the system at each
load step. The relative nodal displacement was measured on the beam flanges at the
boundary of the shear key. The initial slope of the curve in Figure 5-3 is 105,679 lbs/in.
This is the effective stiffness for the translational DOF along the Y-axis for a 3 inch
segment of the shear key. The maximum load reached in the analysis is 1,471 lbs. This
load is considered to be the capacity of the shear key in the vertical shear direction.
Figure 5-3 shows the deformed shape of transverse direction analysis.
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Figure 5-3. Force versus displacement curve for vertical translation.
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Figure 5-4. Deformed shape of the vertical direction analysis
(Elevation view).

Translation along the longitudinal axis (z)
The force-displacement relationship for the translational degree of freedom in the
longitudinal direction can be seen in Figure 5-5. The reaction forces in the Z-direction at
the front and back nodes of the left beam flange were taken as the forces in the system
at each load step. The relative nodal displacement was measured on the beam flanges
at the boundary of the shear key. This analysis was performed in both the positive and
the negative Z direction. The results were the same for both directions. The initial slope
of the curve in Figure 5-5 is 334,013 lbs/in. This is the effective stiffness for the
translational DOF in the positive Z direction for a 3 inch segment of the shear key. One
must recognize that this stiffness measurement is not linearly related to the width (i.e. 3
inch) of the specimen.

In other words, the stiffness in the Z-direction for a 6 inch

specimen is not double the stiffness of a 3 inch specimen. However, treating it in an
additive nature would produce an estimate. It is not clear if this estimate is
unconservative or conservative. The maximum load reached in the analysis is 7,308 lbs.
This load is considered to be the capacity of the shear key in the vertical shear
direction. Figure 5-5 shows the deformed shape of transverse direction analysis.
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Figure 5-5. Force versus displacement curve for the longitudinal translation.

Figure 5-6. Deformed shape of the longitudinal direction
analysis (Plan view).

Rotation about the longitudinal axis (z)
The moment-rotation relationship for the rotational degree of freedom about the
longitudinal direction can be seen in Figure 5-8. The reaction forces in the Y-direction at
the bottom corner nodes of the left and right beam flanges times were recorded at each
load step. These forces were multiplied by distance to the applied displacement (11.5
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inches) to obtain the moment in the system. As mentioned earlier, solid elements do not
have rotational degrees of freedom. Therefore, the rotation in the system was
determined by calculating the angle at each load step between the top and bottom
nodes of the left beam flange at the edge of the shear key and. Figure 5-7 illustrates
how the angle of rotation was determined for each load step for the left beam flange.
The same was done for the right beam flange and these angles were added to obtain
the relative rotation between the beams.

Figure 5-7. Measurement of the angle of rotation.

The initial slope of the curve in Figure 5-8 is 2,970,227 (lbs-in)/rad. This is the effective
stiffness for the rotational DOF about the Z-axis for a 3 inch segment of the shear key.
The maximum moment reached in the analysis is 8,157 lbs-in. This moment is
considered to be the moment capacity of the shear key about the Z-axis. Figure 5-9
shows the deformed shape of transverse direction analysis. Furthermore, it was
considered that this DOF would provide additional stiffness in the vertical direction and
that this analysis could provide this stiffness. This effective stiffness was determined by
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the relationship between the reaction of the corner nodes and the relative rotation . This
stiffness is 123,758 lbs/rad.
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Figure 5-8. Moment versus rotation curve for rotation along longitudinal axis.

Figure 5-9. Deformed shape of the rotation along the
longitudinal direction analysis (Elevation view).

The stiffness for each DOF obtained from the FE model will be used to create a
stiffness matrix for a zero-length element which represents the behavior of a 3-inch long
segment of the shear key. This stiffness matrix can be used in a full scale analysis of
the bridge. For most DOFs, a factor may be applied to the stiffness obtained in these
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analyses for different lengths of shear key (i.e., a factor of 2 for a 6 inch section and a
factor of 4 for a 12 inch section).
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions
This research reviews the different configurations of shear keys that several DOTs
across the country use for adjacent beam bridge systems. It also studies several of the
shear keys’ performance. A specific shear key configuration, the Northeast Extreme Tee
with integral deck (NEXT-D), was selected for development for bridge spans between
22 feet and 40 feet for the SCDOT. The original geometry of the NEXT-D shear key was
modified during the research process.
As an integral part of this research, a finite element model was created for the new
shear key configuration using the software package ANSYS 12.0. The calibration of the
modeling parameters is discussed in Chapter 3 and the modeling process is detailed in
Chapter 4. This finite element model was used to determine stiffness values for the
shear key in four degrees of freedom:


Translation along the transverse direction (X-axis).



Translation along the vertical direction (Y-axis).



Translation along the longitudinal direction (Z-axis).



Rotation along the longitudinal direction (Z-axis).

These values will be used to model the behavior of the shear key in a full scale model of
an adjacent beam bridge system using discrete link elements. Figure 6-1 shows the
results of the finite element analysis in the stiffness matrix for the zero-length element.
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Figure 6-1. Stiffness matrix.

The ultimate objective of this research is to contribute to an SCDOT project that seeks
to develop a new standard detail for short span bridges. This stiffness matrix will help
understand the NEXT-D shear key’s behavior for a full scale model and bring the
SCDOT closer to a new bridge.

Recommendations for Further Research
It is recommended that some experimental testing be done on physical specimens of
the NEXT-D shear key to perform a verification and final calibration of the finite element
model. This would contribute to the final tuning of the input parameters for the model.
Another suggestion is to perform a sensitivity study on factors that could be modified
during the bridge’s design process. Factors such as the compressive strength of the
concrete and the grout could be changed during the bridge’s design process due to
material availability or economics and this study may be useful by setting a range for
these alterations. Likewise, the study could focus on the bond strength between the
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concrete and the grout to show how using additives to improve the bond strength may
increase the key’s capacity. This study may help optimize the design.
Finally, further analysis on the coupling relationship of DOFs is recommended. It was
mentioned that the relationship was able to be established for the vertical and rotational
DOFs. This is an indication that some of the DOFs which are traditionally uncoupled
may actually have some level of coupling due to non-symmetry in the cross-section.
The coupling is likely small but an attempt to quantify it would be worthwhile.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Abbreviations used in this Thesis
CZM: Cohesive Zone Model
DOT: Department of Transportation
E: Modulus of elasticity of steel
Ec: Modulus of Elasticity of concrete
Eg: Modulus of Elasticity of grout
Et: Tangent modulus of steel
f'c: Compressive strength of concrete
f'g: Compressive strength of concrete
ftg: Tensile strength of grout
fy: Yield stress of steel
FE: Finite Element
FHWA : Federal Highways Administration
ft: Tensile strength of concrete
in: inch
KEYOPT: Key option
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lbs: pounds
NCHRP: National Cooperative Highway Research Program
NEXT-D: Northeast Extreme Tee with integrated Deck
NYSDOT: New York State Department of Transportation
ODOT: Oregon Department of Transportation
PCI= Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute
PCINE : Northeast Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute
psi: pounds per square inch FRP: Fiber reinforced polymer
rad: radian
SCDOT: South Carolina Department of Transportation
TxDOT: Texas Department of Transportation
WSDOT Washington State Department of Transportation
WWR: Welded Wire Reinforcement
: Poisson’s ratio
max: Normal contact stress
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Appendix B: ANSYS Files
SOLID185 Homogeneous Structural Solid Element Technology (from ANSYS)
B method (selective reduced integration)

Helps to prevent volumetric mesh locking in nearly incompressible cases. This option
replaces volumetric strain at the Gauss integration point with the average volumetric
strain of the elements. This method cannot, however, prevent any shear locking in
bending dominated problems. In such situations, use the enhanced strain formulation of
this element. If it is not clear if the deformation is bending dominated, enhanced strain
formulation is recommended.
Uniform reduced integration
Also helps to prevent volumetric mesh locking in nearly incompressible cases. Because
it has only one integration point, this option is more efficient than the
method
(selective reduced integration) option. However, the artificial energy introduced to
control the hourglass effect may affect solution accuracy adversely.
When using this option, check the solution accuracy by comparing the total energy
(SENE label in ETABLE) and the artificial energy (AENE label in ETABLE) introduced
by hourglass control. If the ratio of artificial energy to total energy is less than 5%, the
solution is generally acceptable. If the ratio exceeds five percent, refine the mesh. You
can also monitor the total energy and artificial energy by issuing the OUTPR,VENG
command in the solution phase.
Enhanced strain formulation
Prevents shear locking in bending-dominated problems and volumetric locking in nearly
incompressible cases. The formulation introduces 13 internal DOFs (inaccessible to
ANSYS users). If mixed u-P formulation is employed with enhanced strain formulation,
only 9 DOFs for overcoming shear-locking are used. All internal DOFs are introduced
automatically at the element level and condensed out.
Because of the extra internal DOFs and static condensation, this option is less efficient
than either the
method (selective reduced integration) option or the uniform
reduced integration option.
Simplified enhanced strain formulation
Prevents shear locking in bending-dominated problems. This is a special case of the
enhanced strain formulation and always introduces 9 internal DOFs (inaccessible to
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ANSYS users). Because there are no internal DOFs to handle volumetric locking, this
formulation should not be used when the material is nearly incompressible, except when
the Mixed u-P formulation is also used. When used with the Mixed u-P formulation, the
simplified enhanced strain formulation gives the same results as the enhanced strain
formulation. All internal DOFs are introduced automatically at the element level and
condensed out.
Because of the extra internal DOFs and static condensation, this option is less efficient
than either the
method (selective reduced integration) option or the uniform
reduced integration option, but is more efficient than the enhanced strain formulation
due to using fewer internal DOFs.
Contact Algorithm for Element CONTA173 (from ANSYS)
Penalty Method
The penalty method uses a contact "spring" to establish a relationship between the two
contact surfaces. The spring stiffness is called the contact stiffness. This method uses
the following real constants: FKN and FKT for all values of KEYOPT(10), plus FTOLN
and SLTO if KEYOPT(10) = 1 or 2.
Augmented Lagrangian Method
The augmented Lagrangian method (which is the default) is an iterative series of
penalty methods. The contact tractions (pressure and frictional stresses) are augmented
during equilibrium iterations so that the final penetration is smaller than the allowable
tolerance (FTOLN). Compared to the penalty method, the augmented Lagrangian
method usually leads to better conditioning and is less sensitive to the magnitude of the
contact stiffness. However, in some analyses, the augmented Lagrangian method may
require additional iterations, especially if the deformed mesh becomes too distorted.
Pure Lagrangian Method
The pure Lagrange multiplier method enforces zero penetration when contact is closed
and "zero slip" when sticking contact occurs. The pure Lagrange multiplier method does
not require contact stiffness, FKN and FKT. Instead it requires chattering control
parameters, FTOLN and TNOP. This method adds contact traction to the model as
additional degrees of freedom and requires additional iterations to stabilize contact
conditions. It often increases the computational cost compared to the augmented
Lagrangian method.
Lagrangian Multiplier Method
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An alternative algorithm is the Lagrange multiplier method applied on the contact normal
and the penalty method (tangential contact stiffness) on the frictional plane. This
method enforces zero penetration and allows a small amount of slip for the sticking
contact condition. It requires chattering control parameters, FTOLN and TNOP, as well
as the maximum allowable elastic slip parameter SLTO.
Internal Multipoint Method
Another method, the internal multipoint constraint (MPC) algorithm, is used in
conjunction with bonded contact (KEYOPT(12) = 5 or 6) and no separation contact
(KEYOPT(12) = 4) to model several types of contact assemblies and kinematic
constraints.
Note: The Lagrange multiplier methods (KEYOPT(2) = 3, 4) and MPC approach
(KEYOPT(2) = 2) do not support the Gauss point detection option (KEYOPT(4) =
0) for surface-to-surface contact. They support the nodal detection options for
surface-to-surface contact and node-to-surface contact. When using these
options, be careful not to overconstrain the model. The model is overconstrained
when a contact node has prescribed boundary conditions, CE and CP equations.
ANSYS usually detects and eliminates the overconstraints. However, there is no
guarantee that the program will eliminate all the cases of overconstraint. You
should always verify your model carefully to address this issue. The Lagrange
multiplier also introduces more degrees of freedom which may result in spurious
modes for modal and linear eigenvalue buckling analyses. The augmented
Lagrangian method would be a better choice for these analysis types.
Note: The Lagrange multiplier methods (KEYOPT(2) = 3, 4) introduce zero diagonal
terms in the stiffness matrix. Any iterative solver (PCG or AMG) will encounter a
preconditioning matrix singularity with these methods. Therefore, you should
switch to sparse solver.
Note: If overconstraint occurs in bonded shell-shell assemblies when using the MPC
algorithm, you can switch to the penalty method or the augmented Lagrangian
method.
Note: For 3-D higher order contact elements (CONTA174), the Lagrange multiplier
method is applied at each contact node (including mid-side nodes), but the
penalty method is applied on the center of the contact elements, even when
KEYOPT(2)=3,4 is set.
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